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ABSTRACT

case where classified data was exfiltrated on portable media
[37]. In other cases, the insiders may be unwitting vectors for
attack, such as in 2008 when CENTCOM employees inadvertently loaded malware on to SIPRnet through an insecure
USB drive [34].
USB devices are ubiquitous within organizations and enterprises, but because of their potential for propagating malware and becoming a medium for data exfiltration, their use
has been curtailed or altogether banned [1, 73, 57]. While
enterprise-level solutions to USB device security can potentially detect malware contained within these devices [49],
they require centralized authentication mechanisms in addition to hardware crypto coprocessors [32]. Most important,
these solutions are incomplete. No signature-based malware
scheme is perfect: new and previously-undisclosed zero-day
attacks, such as those used by the Stuxnet worm [18] and
the Havex trojan [55], render these defenses moot. Furthermore, there are no mechanisms to determine how malicious
software was loaded onto the USB device, nor any means of
determining where this data has been disseminated; consequently, there is no method for understanding the spread of
malware after an attack. After storage is compromised, it is
non-trivial to determine even with hardware forensics where
malware has originated and migrated [9]. Finally, there are
minimal protections for data integrity within the storage.
While filesystem encryption provides confidentiality, data
integrity can still be violated by malicious but authorized
I/O operations as the result of compromising or bypassing
the authentication mechanisms.
Data provenance represents a powerful technique allowing
us to address these shortcomings. The provenance of a data
object characterizes its lineage from the time it was generated, describing all modifications made that result in the
object’s current state. With provenance mechanisms incorporated into storage devices, we would possess the means to
carry out forensic analysis and even to thwart attacks based
on information collected within the device itself.
In this paper, we propose ProvUSB, block-level provenance for USB storage devices. When plugged into a machine, the ProvUSB device uniquely identifies the host
through trusted hardware, then generates provenance
records describing each I/O operation that is performed
by the host on the device storage partition. Extending
this mechanism, we present a provenance-based integrity

Defenders of enterprise networks have a critical need to
quickly identify the root causes of malware and data leakage. Increasingly, USB storage devices are the media of
choice for data exfiltration, malware propagation, and even
cyber-warfare. We observe that a critical aspect of explaining and preventing such attacks is understanding the
provenance of data (i.e., the lineage of data from its creation
to current state) on USB devices as a means of ensuring
their safe usage. Unfortunately, provenance tracking is
not offered by even sophisticated modern devices. This
work presents ProvUSB, an architecture for fine-grained
provenance collection and tracking on smart USB devices.
ProvUSB maintains data provenance by recording reads
and writes at the block layer and reliably identifying hosts
editing those blocks through attestation over the USB channel. Our evaluation finds that ProvUSB imposes a one-time
850 ms overhead during USB enumeration, but approaches
nearly-bare-metal runtime performance (90% of throughput) on larger files during normal execution, and less than
0.1% storage overhead for provenance in real-world workloads. ProvUSB thus provides essential new techniques in
the defense of computer systems and USB storage devices.

1.

INTRODUCTION

When securing computer systems and data, a great deal
of effort is put into ensuring that the perimeter of an organization is secure. For example, firewalls and DMZs are
designed to keep malicious outsiders from gaining access to,
and exfiltrating, sensitive information. However, it is substantially more difficult to ensure that information is secure
from a trusted insider within an organization. In some cases,
the insider may be an active adversary, as with the Manning
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protection scheme, providing fine-grained authorization of
access attempts based on the Biba [11] and Low WaterMark Access Control (LOMAC) [19, 20] integrity models.
We fully implement the ProvUSB device using an embedded
USB development board and perform a thorough evaluation
covering enumeration overhead, I/O micro benchmarks,
realistic workloads, storage overheads, and two forensic
investigation case studies. The results show that ProvUSB
imposes a once-per-session overhead of less than a second
during device enumeration (the USB protocol handshake),
but throughput and latency for normal device usage is close
to bare metal performance (90% of the original throughput
with a 17% latency overhead) when considering a mean file
size of 10 MB. The overhead of provenance storage is less
than 0.1% in real-world workloads.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
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Figure 1: An example provenance graph from the perspective of a USB device capture agent. As the device lacks
insight into the internal state of the connected host, hosts
are represented as opaque, monolithic activities.

among devices in the same class [66]. After the normal
USB enumeration, the corresponding storage class driver,
e.g., usb-storage in the Linux kernel, is loaded as a glue
layer between the lower USB transportation layer and the
higher block layer. The USB mass storage protocol provides
support for a subset of SCSI commands, and every device
implementing the standard supports these. When a USB
mass storage device is connected, the host starts scanning
the SCSI LUNs (logical unit numbers) on the device, which
collects the corresponding filesystem information before the
device or partition can be mounted correctly.
Data Provenance: Data provenance describes the history
of manipulations performed on a data object from its creation up to the present. As such, provenance is a powerful
means of reasoning about the value of a piece of data. Traditionally, provenance capture has been proposed on hosts
at the system call layer, which requires changes to system
libraries [27] or the operating system [8, 22, 46]. Such systems require provenance to be saved in the host machine or
relayed to a remote server, placing trust in the software running on the host. Due to the fine granularity of provenance
collection, these approaches are also prone to requiring storage overheads of gigabytes per day [8, 47].
In this work, we conceptualize data provenance from the
perspective of a USB storage device in order to overcome
the obstacles of storage overhead and trust in the host platform. A visualization of USB storage provenance is shown
in Figure 1, shown here as a directed acyclic graph that is
compliant with the W3C PROV data model [17]. The principals we consider are USB storage data objects and host
machines, treating the internal state of the host machine as
opaque. These entities are represented as vertices in Figure
1, while edges encode relationships between the principals
and flow backwards into the history of system execution.
Here, “Used” corresponds to object reads, and “WasGeneratedBy” to object writes. To prevent cycles from forming in
the graph, a versioning system is used in which a new version node is created every time an object is written to. In
this case, we see that Host B used USB Object A, Version 0
and subsequently generated USB Object A, Version 1.
TPM Attestation: A Trusted Platform Module (TPM)
is a tamper-resistant cryptographic module embedded in
the motherboards of many commodity systems. It provides a hardware root of trust for storing cryptographic keys
and measurements that represent the current system state.
These measurements begin by hashing over the system BIOS
and then successively storing hashes of all software in the
stack, including boot loaders, operating systems and ap-

• Block-level provenance: ProvUSB leverages Trusted
Platform Modules (TPMs) to authenticate host machines and collect provenance automatically for each
I/O operation at the block level. To the best of our
knowledge, ProvUSB is the first USB storage solution
to support provenance natively.
• Block-level policy control: We extend ProvUSB
with a policy mechanism that enforces integrity protections for USB storage at the block layer. This unprecedented granularity allows ProvUSB to remain useful in
MLS environments in which devices may pass between
machines of different integrity levels.
• Comprehensive evaluation and analysis: we evaluate ProvUSB’s TPM attestation, USB enumeration,
and I/O overhead, using micro and macro benchmarks,
and real-world workloads, demonstrating that overhead is sufficiently low for practical usage.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides background on USB storage, data provenance and TPM attestation. Section 3 describes how ProvUSB works in general,
identifies key challenges of block-level provenance and policy control, and presents our solution. Section 4 presents
technical details of ProvUSB’s implementation. We evaluate
ProvUSB in Section 5. Section 6 discusses the trade-offs and
limitations, as well as potential mitigations, of ProvUSB.
Section 7 provides an overview of related work, and Section
8 concludes.

2.

Used

Used

Host A

BACKGROUND

USB Storage: The USB (Universal Serial Bus) specification [16] defines protocols used in communication between
a host machine and a device across a serial bus. When a
USB device is plugged into a host machine, the host initiates an enumeration process that identifies the device and
loads drivers on its behalf. During this procedure, the device
reports hardware information (e.g., product ID, vendor ID)
and supported configurations, and requests a specific configuration and set of device interfaces (e.g., Storage, Human
Interface, etc.). Based on this information, the host USB
controller loads and configures the appropriate drivers for
the device to function. To further regulate the standards of
USB devices, the USB DWG (Device Working Group) defines sub standards, categorizing USB devices into different
classes, promoting increased interoperability and reliability
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plications [33, 36, 51, 56]. All measurements are stored
in dedicated Platform Configuration Registers (PCRs) that
reside inside the TPM. The TPM enables third parties to
remotely validate a system’s state using an attestation protocol. A host’s TPM enrolls keys with a Privacy Certification Authority (PCA) or Attestation Certification Authority
(ACA), and acquires an Attestation Identity Key (AIK) credential key pair. To start TPM attestation, the challenger
sends a nonce (to counter replay attacks) to the target TPM.
The target TPM executes a quote command, which returns a
report of the current PCR values signed with the AIK. Upon
receiving the quote result, the challenger verifies it using the
public AIK and compares the PCR values within the quote
against known good values, which can be obtained from a
factory installation or PCA. A successful attestation implies
that the challenger is communicating with the correct host
and that the system is in a known good state. While TPM
attestations are usually performed remotely over a network,
in this work we enhance the host operating system to support TPM attestations over the USB channel.

3.
3.1

ProvUSB
Host
Attestation
Daemon
USB

Device
TPM Manager
USB
Prov. Tracker
Policy Engine

Blocks

TPM

Figure 2: The ProvUSB device contains several components:
a TPM manager, Provenance Tracker, and Policy Engine.
When plugged into the host, the device issues a TPM challenge to the Attestation Daemon over the USB channel,
which then responds with the signed quote.

to the privilege level of its users. Examples of Low Integrity
(LI) hosts might include unprivileged employee workstations
and machines outside of the demilitarized zone, while a High
Integrity (HI) level might be assigned to administrator hosts
or workstations handling highly sensitive data.
Attack Scenarios: Our architecture is designed to provide
provenance for two notorious forms of USB attack, malware
propagation and data exfiltration.
Malware Propagation. For malware, we specifically focus
on tracking infected hosts that inject payloads onto storage devices, which are later read by other machines. This
pattern of behavior is consistent with live malware samples,
including ZeuS [64] and Stuxnet [18]. Antivirus software
may eventually detect such malware after new signatures
are generated and pushed to the client, but offer little forensic insight into when and how the malware was initially injected. This is usually true because most forensics rely on
the MAC (Modification, Access, Change) time provided by
the filesystem, which only provides the latest timestamps.
Data Exfiltration. In the case of data exfiltration, insider
attacks are particularly dangerous. With a USB storage device, an attacker can easily exit the physical premises with
large amounts of sensitive data secreted away in their pockets. Most secure USB storage devices constrain the I/O
operations via authenticating the user, either using centralized authentication servers or local passwords [31], but do
not address the problem of malicious users with legitimate
access credentials. We aim to ensure that exfiltration events
can be traced back to the host that acted as a source of
the data leak, even if that host has been compromised to
wipe traces of the exfiltration. Additionally, device policy can be configured such that the storage device erases
all of its blocks (while maintaining provenance metadata)
if it is plugged into an unrecognized or unauthorized host,
substantially limiting the damage from a malicious insider
absconding with the device from an enterprise. In both of
these scenarios, forensic analysis requires that the attacker’s
actions be tracked prior to detection and without requiring
trust in software running on the host.

DESIGN
Threat Model & Assumptions

This work considers an enterprise environment that wishes
to protect itself from USB-based threats. For portable storage, we assume that such an organization is willing to make
exclusive use of advanced USB technologies such as IronKeys [32], which is already a common practice in many highsecurity environments. We assume that these devices are
distributed within the organization similarly to the way that
“loaner” devices are distributed for the purposes of business
travel: in order to to check-out a device, an employee registers with a technology office; after a pre-defined length of
time (epoch), the employee is required to return the equipment to the technology office; upon receiving the piece of
equipment, the technology office will perform forensic analysis and then re-image the device.
Although firewalls, IDS, and security training seminars for
employees may be extensively deployed in such an organization, it is only a matter of time before powerful attackers
(e.g., APTs [45]) gain a foothold within the network. We
thus assume that any manner of software compromise is possible on hosts in the network. Therefore, our solution cannot
trust any software running on the host machine, including
the kernel and the entire USB stack. However, we do assume
that all hosts contain a TPM, and that because the attacker
does not have physical access, hardware or firmware attacks
against the TPM are not possible.1
USB storage is a known delivery mechanism for malware,
e.g., Stuxnet [18]. To mitigate the threat of USB-based malware propagation, we present a provenance-based integrity
protection scheme that prevents data originating within low
integrity sources from flowing to high-integrity targets. To
facilitate this, we make the assumption that all hosts in the
enterprise have been assigned integrity levels by a system
administrator. This process would be intuitive to administrators, as each host’s integrity level would likely correspond

3.2

1

While any mechanism that ensures the security of the host
and underlying firmware and hardware may be used, we focus discussion here on the TPM due to its wide-spread deployment and well-understood integrity semantics [52].

Security Goals

Critically, in both of the above attacker scenarios, the
ability to reliably track read and write operations to the
USB storage device is sufficient to explain the actions of the
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attacker. With the above considerations in mind, ProvUSB
sets out to provide the following capabilities:

Host

…
end of normal device enumeration

Init TPM Attestation
nonce

TPM Quote result
end USB TPM attestation, begin normal operation

SCSI Scanning

Verify
Attestation

TPM AIK public key

G2 Forensic Validity. ProvUSB must provide a complete and exhaustive provenance description of the device’s interactions with host machines. If provenance
loss occurs it must be detectable by the administrator.

…

G3 Tamperproof. The host machine should not be able
to disable ProvUSB’s provenance collection logic.

Figure 3: In device enumeration with ProvUSB, the host
initiates an attestation procedure over the USB channel to
allow the device to authenticate the host.

G4 Track Malware Propagation. Given out-of-band
knowledge that host A is known to be infected at time
t (e.g., Antivirus alert), ProvUSB must 1) identify the
hosts that contributed to A’s internal state prior to
time t, and 2) identify the hosts that used A’s internal
state between time t and the present.

our approach is to leverage TPMs, found in most current
commodity machines.
To allow TPM attestation over USB, we make use of a
technique introduced in the Kells framework [12]. Kells uses
TPM attestations to authenticate hosts prior to exposing
sensitive storage partitions. In the event that attestation
fails, Kells only exposes the public partition instead of the
private one. It accomplishes this functionality through the
introduction of a USB-based TPM attestation, as shown in
Figure 3. In ProvUSB, the TPM Manager is able to verify
the identity of the host using the following procedure: (1)
During normal device enumeration, the host USB storage
driver recognizes the device as ProvUSB-enabled based on
its vendor ID. (2) Following enumeration, the host sends out
a USB Accept Device Specific Command (ADSC) [72] to the
device asking for a 20 byte nonce, which marks the beginning
of the TPM attestation. (3) The device’s TPM Manager
sends a nonce to the host. (4) The host USB storage driver
sends the nonce to the Attestation Manager, which generates
a TPM quote and returns the TPM AIK public key and
quote to the storage driver. The host storage driver sends
the public key and quote to the device over ADSC. (5) On
the device, the TPM Manager validates the TPM AIK public
key, using it to verify the TPM quote.
If the verification succeeds, the device permits the SCSI
scanning request, allowing the host machine to mount the
partition, and the device moves into the provenance tracking phase. If verification fails, the storage partition is not
exposed to the host. As described above, depending on how
device policy is configured, a failed verification can also result in the device erasing all of its blocks to prevent exfiltration attempts. Furthermore, when ProvUSB devices are
deployed in enterprise environments, host machines should
also reject non-ProvUSB storage devices to avoid attacks
from uncertified devices.

G5 Explain Data Leaks. Given out-of-band knowledge
that file f was leaked prior to time t (e.g., f ’s contents were published online), ProvUSB must identify
the hosts that had knowledge of f prior to time t.
G6 Integrity Assurance. For data in the storage partition, ProvUSB must prevent all integrity violations
in which data from a lower integrity host flows to a
higher integrity host.

Design Overview

An overview of the ProvUSB architecture is shown in Figure 2. ProvUSB requires host machines to be equipped with
a TPM chip, an Attestation Daemon in user space to communicate with the TPM, and an enhanced USB storage driver
in the kernel space to support TPM attestations. Several
components are introduced on the device side: a TPM Manager, Provenance Tracker, and Policy Engine. The host machine and the device communicate exclusively over the USB
channel. When a ProvUSB device is connected to the host,
the host initiates a TPM attestation following normal enumeration. The TPM Manager verifies the attestation on
the device side, then permits the host to perform storage
operations. During normal usage, the Provenance Tracker
generates provenance for all I/O events performed on the
device. An optional Policy Engine can be enabled to authorize access attempts. During device usage, all provenance
is created and managed within the ProvUSB device. While
the software stack within ProvUSB is included in the TCB,
no software running in the host system is trusted.

3.4

Device

Storage

G1 Minimal Trusted Computing Base. ProvUSB’s
TCB must be limited to software running on the device. ProvUSB must verify the identity of host machines prior to granting access to the storage partition.
Additionally, ProvUSB must verify both the identity
and the software configuration of privileged machines
prior to exposing provenance information.

3.3

GetDescriptor(Interface)

Identifying Host Machines

Before we can track device provenance, we need a means of
authenticating the hosts to which ProvUSB connects. The
identifier should be persistent over the host’s lifetime, meaning volatile or spoofable values, such as the MAC address
of a NIC, will not work. The device must also be able to
obtain the identifier over the USB channel. While other approaches including host fingerprinting over USB exist [6],

3.5

Block-level Tracking and Protection

Provenance Tracking: When designing ProvUSB, we initially considered instrumenting a specific filesystem, as was
done in the past for host system provenance [27]. However,
this would constrain our approach to a particular filesystem format, which was in conflict with the Plug and Play
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(a) Read Operations

level is equal to the lowest integrity class found in the object’s provenance ancestry (e.g., the lowest integrity writer).
On access attempts, ProvUSB’s Policy engine applies the
enforcement rules pictured in Figure 4. For read operations,
ProvUSB grants the request only if the host machine’s integrity level is less than or equal to the data block’s integrity
level. For write operations, ProvUSB grants all requests. If
an LI host writes to an HI block, ProvUSB transitions the
block’s level to LI. An additional transition (not pictured) is
if ProvUSB detects that an entire block has been overwritten
by an HI host, the block returns to an HI state.
Optimization: Provenance Filtering: The automatic
capture of provenance is associated with high storage overheads. For example, several provenance-aware operating
systems generate more than 1 GB of provenance during kernel compilation [8, 47]. While we expect the overall volume
of activity to be less for a USB device than an operating
system, the storage overhead imposed by provenance collection will nonetheless dictate the frequency with which devices need to be collected and re-imaged by the technology
office (§3.1). We introduce the following filtering optimization to the ProvUSB device provenance daemon to ensure
that provenance storage costs are minimized without loss of
expressivity, considering the following three scenarios:
(1) Consecutive Reads: A host reads the same block multiple times prior to a new write. After the initial read, we
assume this data already exists on the host.
(2) Consecutive Writes: A host writes to the same block
multiple times without intervening reads from another host.
Since this block is already tagged with the host’s integrity
level, recording a second write event provides no new information except the latest timestamp.
(3) Write, then Read: A host reads from a block that it had
previously written. Here, the consumed data was already
assumed to be on the host, so recording the read event is
not necessary.
Our versioning algorithm filters the number of provenance
events recorded, maintaining an in-memory map structure
for the current version of each block in use. Each version is
a tuple consisting of:
< BlockN um, V ersionN um, HwGB , T SwGB , U sedBy >
where BlockN um is the block number, V ersionN um is a
monotonically increasing integer representing the current
version of BlockN um, HwGB is the label of the host that
most recently wrote to the block, and T SwGB is the timestamp when HID first wrote to BlockN um. U sedBy is a list
of tuples (HU B , T SU B ) where T SU B is the time that HU B
first read the current version of BlockN um. The filtering
algorithm works as follows:

(b) Write Operations

Figure 4: ProvUSB’s Integrity Model. High Integrity (HI)
hosts are not permitted to read Low Integrity (LI) data
blocks from USB storage. HI data blocks transition to an
LI state if written to by an LI host.

nature of USB devices. Even worse, filesystem layer monitoring could be bypassed using raw I/O [58, 70], leading to
incomplete provenance. Additionally, we wished to be able
to track storage operations at the finest possible granularity.
Instead, ProvUSB integrates provenance capture into the
lower layers of the storage device; provenance is generated
for all I/O operations at the SCSI layer. By designing the
provenance at the block level, we are able to make ProvUSB
filesystem agnostic. This means, although ProvUSB requires
specialized firmware or software running on the device, it can
be adopted without requiring any changes to the filesystem
format of the storage partition.
One consequence of this approach is that, in many
cases, block-level provenance will need to be translated
into human-readable filesystem semantics before it can be
interpreted by an investigator. Auxiliary tools that are
compatible with ProvUSB’s provenance store will therefore
be necessary to translate block-level activity to file level
information. Such tools can be built as straightforward
extensions of block reverse engineering mechanisms such as
filesystem checkers or even built as file-to-block mapping
services embedded within existing filesystems. In Section 4,
we implement a tool that correlates files with their blocks for
the FAT filesystem. By relegating this translation to a postprocessing step, we decouple provenance collection from
interpretation and ensure that our design is independent of
actual filesystem implementation.
Block-level Integrity Protection: While a variety of
USB devices appearing on the market [32, 38] and in the
literature [12] provide data confidentiality, less attention has
been paid to integrity assurance. We now discuss an extension to ProvUSB that provides provenance-based enforcement of an MLS integrity lattice. For clarity, we introduce simple lattice featuring Low Integrity (LI) and High
Integrity (HI) levels, although our system could accommodate arbitrarily many integrity levels. Although we choose
to focus on integrity assurance, the following could also be
easily adapted to provide fine-grained confidentiality in an
MLS model that provides Bell-LaPadula guarantees [10].
To provide a realistic operating environment for USB storage, ProvUSB’s integrity model borrows from both Biba [11]
and LOMAC [19, 20] in that it assumes immutable host labels and mutable data labels. Like Biba, hosts are assigned
an integrity level at creation time and subsequently have a
null transition state. Blocks on the storage device have a
stateful transition between integrity levels, like LOMAC. At
creation time, all blocks are in an HI state. Their current

Read from Host HA to BlockN um: the device daemon updates BlockN um’s struct, appending U sedBy iff
HwGB 6= HA and ∀HU B ∈ U sedBy, HU B 6= HA .
Write from Host HA to BlockN um: iff HwGB 6= HA , the
device daemon writes BlockN um’s struct to flash storage,
re-initializes the struct, sets HwGB = HA and T SwGB equal
to the current timestamp.
The result is that flushes to storage never occur for consecutive reads, and only occur on writes when a new host writes
to a given block. When the ProvUSB device receives an ejection signal, the in-memory structure is flushed to storage,
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In user space, the NetLink TPM Daemon (nltpmd) listens
on a netlink socket for a new TPM challenge (i.e., a nonce)
from the usb-storage driver. Once the nonce arrives, it
uses the TrouSerS API [69] to talk to the TPM hardware,
then sends both the TPM quote and AIK public key back to
the usb-storage driver. The driver delivers this response to
the ProvUSB device over an ADSC message. Immediately
after this, the driver requests SCSI scanning the device storage in order to mount the partition, which is permitted by
ProvUSB only if it successfully authorizes the host.
Device Modifications: In the kernel space of the USB
storage device, we modified the f-mass-storage gadget
driver. We created a new device entry mapping for vendor ID 0xb000 and added it into the USB Mass Storage
compliant devices list. To support TPM attestation over
USB, we added new EP0 callbacks to process ADSCs from
the host machine. To manage the TPM AIK public keys
and maintain the policy control for each block, we added
two linked lists to the gadget driver. We backported the
RSA verification implementation from Linux Kernel 3.13
to directly support signature verification in kernel space.
We also patched the crypto subsystem to make it callable
in the EP0 handlers (IRQ context). Finally, we added a
kernel timer to the gadget driver so TPM attestations can
gracefully fail in the event of a timeout, which could occur
if the host machine was not equipped with a TPM or the
TPM attestation response was sent late. In the event of a
failure, the gadget driver rejects subsequent requests from
the host machine.
In the user space of the USB storage device, a provenance daemon (provd) communicates with the kernel gadget driver using a netlink socket. Provd performs three key
tasks: 1) TPM management, 2) policy configuration, and 3)
provenance logging. TPM management supports administrative tasks such as adding TPM AIK public keys to the
gadget driver key store, or removing old ones. The policy configuration component allows administrators to assign
integrity labels to new machines. It also maintains persistent storage of the integrity labels of different blocks on the
storage partition for when the device is unmounted, which
is necessary for bus-powered devices. This information is
loaded automatically into the gadget driver when the device is plugged into a host machine again. The provenance
logging component runs in two configurations, ProvFlush
and ProvSave. The ProvFlush configuration synchronously
flushes each new provenance record to persistent storage as
soon as it is created. The ProvSave configuration implements the optimization described in Section 3.5 in which
provenance is only flushed to persistent storage on write operations and initial read operations among consecutive ones.
To bridge the semantic gap between human-interpretable file
metadata and block provenance, we implemented a utility
called file2block (f2b) that can identify the blocks corresponding to a given file name in the FAT16 filesystem. After
recovering the blocks associated with a file, the provenance
of each block can then be queried individually to discover
the file’s provenance.

Figure 5: ProvUSB Software Stacks. The left figure shows
a software stack of a USB storage in the view of a host machine. The right box displays the software stack of ProvUSB
devices. All layers are mapped between the host machine
and the storage device.

Figure 6: ProvUSB Architecture. In the host machine, the
nltpmd communicates with the TPM and relays the TPM attestation results to the usb-storage driver. In the ProvUSB
device, f-mass-storage driver verifies the TPM attestation
using krsa and monitors each I/O operations at the block
level, enforcing the policy control and relaying the provenance to provd in the user space.
saving provenance and block integrity information, which is
read back into memory next time the device is plugged in.

4.

IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented ProvUSB on a Gumstix COM (Computeron-Module) [25] equipped with a USB OTG (On-TheGo [71]) interface, acting as a USB storage device formated
in FAT16 filesystem, as shown in Figure 5. The host machine was a TPM-equipped desktop running a modified
version of Linux. An overview of the architecture is shown
in Figure 6.
Host Modifications: We modified the Linux usb-storage
driver to support TPM attestation over USB. ProvUSB devices enumerating to the host signal their presence by using
vendor ID 0xb000 to distinguish themselves from other USB
storage devices. After the normal enumeration and before
the driver begins scanning the storage device, the host initiates a TPM attestation procedure as outlined in Section
3.4, beginning with sending an ADSC over the USB control
channel (EP0) to activate the TPM attestation procedure
on the device side. Note that because EP0 is mandatory
for all USB devices and ADSC uses EP0, ADSC is natively
supported by the USB hardware.

5.

SECURITY ANALYSIS

Minimal Trusted Computing Base (G1). To verify
the identity and software configuration of the host, ProvUSB
performs a TPM-based remote attestation over the USB interface. ProvUSB does not trust any configuration infor-
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TPM Operation
Min
Avg
Med
Max
PCR Read
10.633 12.188 11.978 23.199
AIK Read
48.220 57.244 60.273 60.491
Quote
323.647 344.028 347.858 360.209

mation reported by the host during USB enumeration, as
the host could spoof these messages. The host cannot lie
about the operations it performs on the device’s storage
partition, as ProvUSB is able to record the ground truth
of the hosts interactions with the USB storage. Therefore,
ProvUSB only trusts software running onboard the device.
Forensic Validity (G2). ProvUSB provenance information is aggregated and analyzed by an enterprise’s technology office periodically upon device check-in. The length of
epochs is parametrizable, but we envision that device checkins will occur on the order of days. Failure to return a
ProvUSB device could lead to incomplete provenance, but
in this instance the technology office is alerted to the possibility of nefarious behavior on the part of the employee that
checked-out the device. From this, we can conclude that G2
is satisfied, as at the end of each epoch the administrator is
guaranteed to have either a complete provenance history for
the device or an alert to the possibility of misbehavior.
Tamperproof (G3).
A violation of Goal G3 would
occur if an employee is able to manipulate ProvUSB in order to insert or remove provenance records between epochs;
through use of a modified version of the Yocto Linux kernel and USB OTG, the storage of provenance is separated
from the storage partition exposed to the host, making it extremely difficult to view or modify provenance records without physically opening the device. The possibility of such
attacks could be further mitigated through implementing
ProvUSB on tamper-resistant hardware, in much the same
way that IronKey ensures confidentiality guarantees [32].
Another possible attack that could lead to lost provenance
would be to exploit the race condition between the times
when a block operation occurs and when its provenance
record is written to persistent storage. For example, immediately after a write operation the employee could physically
unplug the device, causing the device to shut down before
ProvUSB can record the operation’s provenance. While our
prototype implementation would be vulnerable to this attack, this threat could be remedied by extending ProvUSB
with a capacitor-backed mechanisms to flush out such metadata quickly when disconnected from the host power source.
Track Malware and Explain Data Leaks (G4,G5).
Given Goals G2 and G3, it logically follows that G4 and
G5 are satisfied. This is because previous work has already
demonstrated that data provenance can be used to track the
propagation of malware [5, 21, 54, 65, 74] and detect data
exfiltration [8, 35, 40, 41, 43]. We provide specific examples
of how ProvUSB can detect malware propagation in §6.6.
Integrity Assurance (G6). Given Goals G2 and G3,
it logically follows that G6 is satisfied. This is because previous work has demonstrated that provenance histories can
be used to provide fine-grained access control enforcement
[7, 48, 50]. We provide specific examples of how ProvUSB
can prevent integrity violations in §6.6.

6.

Dev
1.709
5.218
6.100

Table 1: TPM operation time (ms) averaged by 1000 runs.
Enumeration
Kingston2G
SanDisk16G
Original
ProvUSB

Min
338.446
119.962
40.246
839.120

Avg
343.003
122.583
65.382
850.743

Med
340.682
122.550
50.857
851.300

Max
389.194
125.309
97.724
851.766

Dev
10.630
1.383
22.286
2.670

Table 2: USB enumeration time (ms) averaged across 20
plugging operations for different devices.
MB flash memory and a USB OTG port, running Yocto 1.6
with Linux kernel version 3.5.7. The device uses an 8 GB
class 10 microSDHC flash memory card; the USB storage
partition is 1 GB in size, formatted as a FAT16 filesystem
with the logical block size of 512 bytes. We compare the
ProvUSB storage with two commercial USB storage devices:
a Kingston DataTraveler 2 GB USB thumb drive, and a SanDisk Cruzer Fit 16 GB USB stick. All devices were plugged
into the same USB 2.0 port throughout the evaluation.

6.1

TPM Operations

One source of overhead imposed by our system is the introduction of a TPM-based attestation procedure during device
enumeration. We determined the cost of host attestation by
measuring the completion time of each TPM operation used
by ProvUSB. Averaged across 1000 iterations, we found that
reading the system measurement from PCRs takes 12.19 ms,
while retrieving the AIK public key takes 57.24 ms. The cost
of attestation is dominated by the quote operation, which required 344.03 ms to complete on average, with a standard
deviation of 6.10 ms, as shown in Table 1. Fortunately, this
overhead is a one-time effort during USB enumeration, and
does not affect the runtime performance of the device. The
speed of TPM operations is constrained by the performance
of the TPM hardware. Though TPM are usually low-speed
chips, the enumeration overhead could be brought to minimum through the help of high-end TPM chips that uses the
400 KHz I2C bus [28].

6.2

USB Enumeration

To show the overhead of USB enumeration using ProvUSB
compared to other commercial devices, we measured the
complete procedure from the host side, starting from the
beginning of the device probing, to the TPM attestation
protocol (for ProvUSB), and including the SCSI scanning
for the USB storage, by manually plugging each storage device into the host machine 20 times. As shown in Table 2,
Kingston 2G takes 343.00 ms on average while SanDisk 16G
needs 122.58 ms. Compared to these products, the Gumstix board we use for ProvUSB is much faster, spending only
65.38 ms to finish the enumeration. This is due to the host
kernel quickly recognizing the device as a USB storage gadget and loading the corresponding driver immediately. The
time required by ProvUSB is 850.74 ms on average. This is
high compared to commercial products, but this is a onetime effort per session or plugging. Less than one second is
required to mount a partition.

EVALUATION

We now evaluate the performance of the various components of ProvUSB. The host machine used in our tests is a
Dell Optiplex 7010 desktop with a quad-core Intel i5-3470
3.20 GHz CPU, 8 GB memory, standard USB 2.0 ports
and an STM TPM (version 1.2 and firmware 13.12), running Ubuntu LTS 14.04 (x86-64) with Linux kernel version
3.13.11 and TSS API 1.2 rev 0.3. The ProvUSB device is a
Gumstix Overo COM with an ARMv7 600 MHz CPU, 256
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Figure 7: ProvUSB throughput (M B/s)
using fileserver workload with different file sizes.

Figure 8:
fileserver throughput
(M B/s) comparison of different devices
with different mean file sizes.

Figure 9:
Provenance storage using fileserver workload with different
mean file sizes.

Figure 10: Block control storage using fileserver workload with different
mean file sizes.

Figure 11: Provenance overhead with
ProvUSB optimization using Direct I/O
with different read-write ratios.

Figure 12: Performance comparison of
different USB devices using real-world
workloads.

6.3

I/O Operations

examine a large number of blocks when files are distributed
sparsely in the filesystem, since each file holds the whole
block (cluster) even if it is small. As the mean file size grows
(from 100 KB to 10 MB), both ProvFlush and ProvSave
demonstrate throughput similar to the original device. For
example, when the file size is 10 MB, the throughput of Original is 6.0 MB/s, while that of both ProvFlush and ProvSave
are 5.4 MB/s (10% overhead).
Comparing ProvUSB to the unmodified Gumstix Overo
COM may not be representative of overhead imposed on
commercial USB storage devices. To address this, we then
compared ProvUSB’s original device performance on the
same benchmark against commercial storage devices from
Kingston and SanDisk. The results are shown in Figure 8.
Kingston 2G demonstrates a high throughput jump when
the mean file size is bigger than 1 MB, but the lowest
throughput when the mean file size is small. SanDisk 16G
shows better throughput compared to Kingston 2G when
the mean file size is small, and maintains the throughput
at around 7 MB/s when the mean file size is greater than
1 MB. The original ProvUSB device has the best throughput when the mean file size is small, and a comparable
throughput with SanDisk 16G when the mean file size is 10
MB. In general, as the mean file size increases, the utilization of each block gets better, as well as the utilization of
transmission bandwidth of storage devices.
The corresponding latencies for the tests from Figures 7
and 8 are shown in Table 3. Both ProvFlush and ProvSave
perform comparably to the original device when the mean

To measure the runtime performance of ProvUSB, we used
filebench [62] to benchmark throughput and latency, then
compared the results to the Kingston and SanDisk devices.
We chose the fileserver workload model within filebench
as the testing base, because it covers all file related operations, including read, write, create, open, close, delete, and
stat. However, as fileserver was designed to benchmark
file servers, to reflect a plausible usage pattern for a USB
storage device, we changed the default configuration as follows: The mean file size in operation ranged from 1 KB to
10 MB; the number of files in total was fixed at 20; the number of operation threads was set to 1; the I/O size was fixed
to 1024 bytes, and the run time was fixed to 60 seconds. We
selected this configuration to represent a single user making
rapid edits to a set of documents, which is a more realistic
usage pattern for a USB device.
The throughput of ProvUSB under different configurations is shown in Figure 7. Original signifies the original Gumstix device without ProvUSB functionality enabled.
ProvFlush refers to the ProvUSB device synchronously flushing provenance once created. ProvSave is the ProvUSB
device using the optimized provenance logging method described in Section 3.5. When the file size is small (1 KB and
10 KB), ProvUSB achieves roughly half of the throughput
of the original device. Intuitively, the cost of creating a new
provenance record remains the same regardless of the size
of the file being accessed. As such, ProvUSB still needs to
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Device/Configuration
Original
ProvFlush
ProvSave
Kingston2G
SanDisk16G

1K
1.0
3.1
2.9
48.5
3.5

10K
2.1
3.6
3.5
42.3
4.3

100K
11.9
12.3
13.5
62.3
10.3

1M
105.5
104.8
111.3
93.4
70.1

10M
768.6
897.6
856.5
386.6
722.4

Provenance per I/O 1K 10K 100K 1M
10M
ProvFlush
2.76 2.78 3.14 11.91 148.80
ProvSave
2.75 2.78 3.17 11.32 148.20

Table 4: Provenance overhead (KB) of ProvUSB per I/O
using the fileserver workload with different file sizes.

Table 3: Latency (ms) of ProvUSB under different configurations, Kingston 2G, and SanDisk 16G devices using the
fileserver workload with different file sizes.

Storage Size
KVM
Tor
ClamAV
Workload Files 581 MB 152 MB 581 MB
Provenance
186 KB 81 KB 471 KB
Overhead
0.03%
0.05%
0.07%

file size is smaller than 10 KB due to the sparse block allocation for small files. With a 10 MB file size, ProvFlush imposes 16.8% overhead while ProvSave introduces 11.4% overhead compared to the unmodified device. Kingston 2G’s latency is largest when the mean file size is smaller than 1 MB,
but smallest when the mean file size is 10 MB, which also
explains its throughput behavior. We suspect that its USB
microcontroller is optimized for large bulk data transfer, and
the result is reflective of realistic workloads on this device.
Aligned with its throughput model, SanDisk 16G shows similar latencies with ProvFlush and ProvSave’s when the mean
file size is small, and latencies comparable to the unmodified device as the mean file size increases. ProvUSB devices
thus perform comparably to commercial devices, providing
a realistic assessment of overheads we introduce if our mechanisms are deployed on production devices.

Table 5: Provenance storage overhead using ProvUSB
(ProvFlush) is less than 0.1% for different workloads.

6.4

provenance overhead (provenance + block control storage)
per I/O, as shown in Table 4. Even when file size is small
(< 10KB), both ProvFlush and ProvSave show a decrease
in overhead due to reduced interaction with the filesystem,
such as searching the allocation table and updating file metadata. As the file size increases, the overhead of provenance
is amortized accordingly. For instance, when the file size is
10 MB, the provenance overhead is no more than 1.5% of
the original storage.
The difference between ProvFlush and ProvSave is obscured in filebench, as shown in Figure 9 and Table 4, due
to the effect of the system cache (page cache) in the Linux
kernel, which may buffer a significant portion of the USB
storage partition in memory. To verify the advantage of
ProvSave, we used direct I/O (bypassing the system cache)
to read or write the Linux kernel 4.4 zipped source file (83
MB) 100 times for 6 runs, each of which randomly generated the read-write ratio based on a uniform distribution
from 0 to 1. We then measured the provenance log size for
ProvFlush and ProvSave with the proportion of writes ranging from 0% to 50%. The results are shown in Figure 11.
As the proportion of writes increases, the provenance storage overhead increases almost linearly in ProvSave, from 0
KB to 2 MB, whereas the storage overhead in ProvFlush
stays almost constantly at 2.6 MB, since ProvFlush does
not distinguish read operations from write ones to filter
loggings. When the probability of write operations is less
than 40%, ProvSave reduces provenance storage cost by
over 50%. While system cache is desirable, large volume
USB storage (e.g., large external hard drives) would benefit
from ProvSave since only a small portion of the storage can
be cached. Applications bypassing the system cache (e.g.,
databases) would also benefit from ProvSave. The size of the
block integrity storage stays the same (5696 bytes) during
the testing regardless of the number of write operations.

Provenance Collection

To evaluate the provenance storage costs introduced by
ProvUSB, we measured the provenance log size during the
filebench testing. As shown in Figure 9, both ProvFlush
and ProvSave generate around 800 KB of provenance, when
the mean file size is 1 KB. Besides the total number of files
(20) in operation, the main reason for this relatively large
amount of provenance is the large number of I/Os (read and
write) performed by filebench given the running time, as
a result of the small file size. In this case, ProvFlush and
ProvSave have 305 and 329 I/Os respectively. This also explains why the throughput and latency of ProvUSB are not
optimal when the mean file size is small (< 10 KB). As the
mean file size increases, the overhead of provenance logging
decreases, since each I/O takes more time, and filebench
does not repeat the same I/O multiple times. For example, when the mean file size is 100 KB, ProvFlush has 80
I/Os, whereas ProvSave has 73 I/Os in total. If we assume
the total amount of data is 200 MB (10M B × 20, based on
the fileserver workload configuration) when the mean file
size is 10 MB, the provenance storage takes around 120 KB,
introducing only 0.06% storage overhead.
In addition to provenance logging, ProvUSB also tracks
the integrity level of each block. This block control information is loaded automatically every time the ProvUSB device powered on, helping enforce persistent block-level policy control. As shown in Figure 10, regardless of the different scale of the provenance storage overhead, the block
control storage pattern looks almost the same as the provenance storage, demonstrating that write operations are dominant in the filebench benchmark. In our testing, we find
that the number of write I/Os usually doubles the number of read ones, which is the behavior of filebench using
the fileserver workload. To mitigate the impact of repeated I/Os during the workload, we compute the average

6.5

Real-world Workloads

To arrive at a more accurate estimate of ProvUSB’s performance in practice, we chose three real-world workloads
using USB storage devices, then compared the performance
of ProvUSB (ProvFlush) against the Kingston and SanDisk
devices. In the KVM workload, an Ubuntu 14.04 image was
loaded from the storage device to create and install a KVM
virtual machine automatically on the host machine. The Tor
workload benchmarked the portable Tor browser in storage
devices by accessing the browser performance benchmarking
web site [4]. The final workload unzipped the Ubuntu 14.04
image file in device storage and then ran ClamAV [39] to
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scan the whole image directory for virus. All measurements
are in seconds, as shown in Figure 12, except the Tor measurement, which are scores given by the benchmarking web
site, and are divided by 10 to fit into the figure.
Compared to commercial USB devices, ProvUSB takes
less time to finish the new virtual machine creation and installation. In the Tor browser benchmarking, all the three
devices share similar scores. Within the ClamAV virus scanning benchmark, ProvUSB doubles scanning time compared
to the other two devices. This is not surprising considering that unlike with the KVM and Tor workloads, where
not all the files within the storage are needed to finish the
task, a normal virus scanning has to touch every file in the
storage to fulfill the job. To confirm the effect of system
caching on system performance, we relaunched ClamAV immediately after completion of the first test. As expected,
scanning completes much faster in the second iteration (approx. 20 seconds) regardless of which storage device is used.
The corresponding provenance logging by ProvUSB was also
collected for all workloads, shown in Table 5. Compared
to workload file size, the overhead of provenance storage is
consistently less than 0.1%. The ClamAV workload generates the most provenance, providing more insight as to why
ProvUSB imposes higher performance overhead during virus
scanning. In the majority of cases, enabling provenance collection mechanisms has little effect on real-world workloads.

6.6

When Alice plugs her device into Host B, Stuxnet will again
attempt to infect the device. ProvUSB will compare the
access request <w,2505,integrity(B)> against the integrity
label <2505,H>, and transition the block’s integrity label to
<2505,L>. When Alice plugs the device back into Host A,
block 2505 will not be permitted to flow to the high integrity
host. This example demonstrates that integrity protection
can be enabled on any critical system blocks on a ProvUSB
device, preventing low integrity objects from flowing to high
integrity hosts, thereby quarantining sensitive machines in
the network from USB-borne malware.

7.

DISCUSSION

Smart Storage Devices: While low cost USB thumb
drives cannot run their own operating systems, a variety of
enterprise devices contain CPUs or cryptographic coprocessors, including products from IronKey [32] and Kingston
[38]. We believe these devices already contain the necessary
hardware to support adapted versions of ProvUSB. There
are many embedded devices in the market that support
full operating systems. Gumstix Thumbo [26] runs an
ARM processor and embedded Linux. Intel Edison [29] and
Google Project Vault [24] provide OS distributions in an
SD-card form factor. USB Armory [30] embeds an ARM
processor and Linux in the USB stick. Given this trend of
increasingly sophisticated storage devices, we are confident
that device provenance is achievable for USB storage.
Provenance Relay: With ProvUSB, provenance logging
requires less than 0.1% storage overhead compared to the
workload file size of a given benchmarking run. Nevertheless, the device would run out of space given enough
time, depending on the storage size and the frequency
of workloads. Ideally, provenance should be relayed to a
trusted server using a secure channel directly by the device
itself. Enterprise versions of some secure USB devices (e.g.,
IronKey) are already capable of communicating with such
a server [31]. When networking is not viable, we rely on
the owner or sysadmin of the device with root permission
to export the provenance manually, making sure enough
space is left for normal functionality. Unlike provenance
logging, block integrity information is always kept within
the device to consistently enforce policy control within the
device. This space could be reserved based on the storage
size, For example, a 16 GB storage with 33,554,432 blocks
(assuming 512 bytes per block) needs 268 MB in total, since
we require 8 bytes per block to store integrity metadata.
System Caching: As a side effect of caching in the host
operating system, the timestamps for some ProvUSB provenance records do not accurately reflect the actual access
time. Modern operating systems apply multi-layer caches
to improve the performance of USB storage. For instance,
when mounting a smaller storage partition (1 GB), we
observed that the Linux kernel reads most storage into
the page cache to speed up future operations. Once data
is in the page cache, I/O operations for the USB storage
partition occur in memory, outside of the view of the USB
storage driver. When write operations occur, a dedicated
kernel thread periodically flushes data to the block device
(write-back). A by-product of this behavior is a reduction
in benefit of ProvUSB’s provenance storage optimization,
shown in Figure 9, though the optimization is still useful
for large storage and certain applications. Fortunately,
host caching does not impact the forensic validity of block

Case Study

We now present a scenario in which ProvUSB can help
to track (and possibly prevent) the spread of malware. The
Stuxnet virus leveraged multiple USB-based attack vectors
in an attempt to spread to its intended targets. One of these
methods of propagation was to embed a malicious payload
in an autorun.inf file on the storage device [18]. Until
recently, this file denoted a special system script that was
automatically executed by Windows operating systems upon
connecting a device to the host.
In this scenario, we have an administrator Alice (Host A)
and a normal user Bob (Host B), and Bob’s host has been
infected with Stuxnet. Alice has used Host A to configure
and distribute ProvUSB devices throughout the organization, including installing a policy that marks Host A as high
integrity (H) and Host B as low integrity (L). In an attempt to deliver a critical system patch, Alice now plugs
her ProvUSB device into the infected Host B.
Case 1: Detect Malware Propagation. Once the storage
is plugged into Host B, Stuxnet writes a malicious autorun.inf to the device, yielding the provenance record
<201509161750,B,w,2505,1282560,512>, consisting of a
timestamp, host machine identifier, operation, block number, file offset, and amount. Let us assume that block 2505
is the only block needed to save the file. While the storage
partition of the device has been infected, ProvUSB is able
to collect provenance as normal. Eventually, Alice may discover the infection on one of the hosts in her network. She
can then use the f2b tool to identify the blocks associated
with autorun.inf, query the provenance to reconstruct the
chain of infections, and prepare a recovery plan.
Case 2: Integrity Assurance. Using Host A, Alice has
configured her ProvUSB device to automatically run diagnostic utilities on the host via an autorun.inf script. As a
result, prior to the attack ProvUSB will possess a block control record <2505,H> marking block 2505 as high integrity.
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provenance collected by ProvUSB. Provenance is eventually
generated for all writes to USB storage, and for the first read
to a given block after enumeration. Although repeated reads
to the same block may be masked by host-level caching, it
is known that the host accessed the block.
Filesystem Integrity: In order for ProvUSB devices to
be mounted by high-integrity hosts, blocks containing the
filesystem’s metadata need to be made world read-writable.
This leaves a small window of opportunity for malware
propagation. If attackers discover an exploitable bug in the
host’s filesystem subsystem, this may allow them to infect
the host and the device. Otherwise, this offers limited advantage to attackers, as writing data to the filesystem blocks
would merely result in corrupting the storage partition. We
are not aware of any malware that propagates through the
filesystem metadata of a USB storage device.2

8.

enforce regulatory compliance [7, 8]. Mechanisms that facilitate the capture of provenance have been proposed for a
variety of system layers including filesystems [46, 47], operating systems [8, 22], system libraries [27], workflow engines
[2, 15], and network middle boxes [5, 74], among others.
Whereas past approaches such as PASS focused on a particular filesystem type (EXT2 [47]), ProvUSB is compatible
with any SCSI storage devices regardless of filesystems.

9.

CONCLUSION

Modern USB storage devices do not support provenance,
which means that there is no way to answer questions such as
when and where a piece of malware infected and impacted
the system. In this paper, we presented ProvUSB, which
adds provenance for each I/O operation at the block level
and enforces a provenance-based integrity policy for each
block. ProvUSB introduces a small overhead (< 1s) during
device enumeration, reaches 90% throughput as mean file
size increases, and imposes only a small provenance storage
overhead (< 0.1%) in real-world workloads. To our knowledge, ProvUSB is the first provenance-aware USB storage
solution that enforces data integrity within storage, working at the ubiquitous, non-circumventable block layer.

RELATED WORK

need for smart USB storage devices armed with advanced
features has been well noted both by industry and in the
literature. By running the Knoppix OS on a USB storage
device, Cáceres et al. take snapshots of a running operating
system that can later be resumed in another virtual machine [14]. Surie et al. use a smart USB device to measure
the software stack of host machines, but not a hardwarebased root of trust, and are therefore vulnerable to software
attacks targeting the BIOS, bootloader or kernel [63]. McCune theorizes that host system state can be attested via
USB, but does not design or implement a system [44]. Bates
et al. measure timing characteristics during USB enumeration to infer characteristics of the host machine, but are
unable to reliably identify specific instances of similar machines [6, 42]. By leveraging the TPM in the host machine,
Butler et al. design and implement Kells [12], exposing the
private partition of USB storage based on the measurement
of host machines. Tian et al. propose GoodUSB [67] and
USBFILTER [68] to defend against malicious USB firmware
in the devices for host machines, while Cinch [3] leverages
virtualization to achieve the same goal.
For traditional storage systems, Gibson et al.’s NASD
adds secure capabilities to SCSI disks [23]. Strunk et al.’s
self-securing storage (S4) mitigates attempts to tamper
with data by internally auditing all requests from the OS
[61]. Both NASD and S4 operate at the high-level objects rather than the low-level blocks directly. Pennington
et al. present a storage-based intrusion detection system
[53]. Unlike ProvUSB which is designed to be filesystem
agnostic, Sivathanu et al.’s semantically-smart disks (SDS)
leverage filesystem information to improve performance of
the standard SCSI interface [60] and database management
systems [59]. Butler at al. design rootkit-resistant storage
by labeling certain blocks as immutable to prevent the
corruption of the operating system [13], but do not record
data provenance or ensure integrity of other data blocks.
Data provenance provides a means for defending against
security threats. Provenance has been employed to detect
compromised nodes in data centers [5, 21, 65, 74], detect
data exfiltration [35, 41], enrich access controls [7, 50], and
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